To Impossible & Beyond!
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A revolution is underway in food science. Plant-based meat substitutes that taste like meat are now on the
market. The food craze has set-off a stock craze. Beyond Meat has appreciated by 40% since its initial public
offering in April, and Impossible Foods is preparing to raise equity.

>> The ingredients of these new foods provide some opportunities and some
challenges.
>> Health benefits are dubious, but environmental benefits are clear-cut.
>> Production capacity additions are likely to chip-away at premium prices.
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On the opportunity side of the ingredient ledger, both companies have formulated products using new grains
and grain combinations. Veggie burgers are not a new invention, as bean-based meat substitutes have
been available for years. Instead of commonly used black beans, Impossible Foods uses a soy-based grain
supplemented with potato protein. Soy has the advantage of having a readily available supply. Beyond
Meats uses protein paste extracted from dry, yellow peas. Most of us know variants of these plants as
chickpeas and fava beans. Peas have the advantage of being relatively high in fiber.
On the challenges front, additives to both grains have some health issues. One of the selling points of
the new plant-based meat formulations is that they have a red color, similar to meats, and that they have
a meaty taste. Beyond Meat uses beet juice extract to provide their color. While that additive is not too
controversial, the additive that Impossible Foods uses does draw attention. Leghemoglobin is a soy product
created using a lab-based, wheat fermentation process. The resulting substance yields an iron-like taste
similar to blood found in most meat products. “Heme,” as it is called for short, has been assigned health
risks akin to those encountered with eating actual meat. Additionally, something about the contents of the
Impossible Burger over-indexes Vitamins B1 and B2. Thiamine levels in these products are more than 2,000%
of the recommended daily level.
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Nutrition Negatives
Health characteristics deserve a bit more attention. The pea protein used in the Beyond Meat solution is high calorie, 270 calories per serving. Ground beef is 215 per
similar serving. While Beyond Meat is high calorie, the Impossible Foods recipe has almost no fiber in the end product. Common elements in both plant-based meats
include canola and coconut oil. As a result, both products are high fat. In fact, Beyond Meat’s fat content is only 2 grams per serving lower than that of lean ground
beef. Second, both products have high sodium content, higher than lean ground beef, near 20% of the recommended daily allowance. Making a case for these
products based on health benefits looks challenging, however, consumers do seem to appreciate their environmental benefits.

Planet Positives
Plant-based meat companies make some assertive environmental claims. Beyond Meat markets that its product uses 46% less energy than meat products, and it has
93% less land use. Environmentalists point out that the production process of plant-based burgers results in an 89% decline in greenhouse gas emissions compared
to that of meats. In terms of the crops themselves, field peas do seem to have some advantages over soy in terms of higher nutritional value and lower water needs,
but a widening of their application looks to be limited by greater weather sensitivity.

Opulent Pricing Unlikely to Persist
Inspired by recipe innovations and environmental benefits and undaunted by health reservations, consumer appetite for plant-based meats is growing quickly.
Impossible Foods now serves more than 7,000 restaurants including high profile Burger King, and Beyond Meat grew revenue 158% last year. Food enthusiasts
and early adopters are driving growth, but some signs suggest that the growth will have limits. First, the price per pound of plant-based meat is currently near
$12. In comparison, ground beef is selling at a national average near $3.50 per pound. Plant-based meat is priced as a luxury item, and some social premium
for the product is likely warranted. However, comparing this plant-based meat premium to the premium for almond milk over cow’s milk, a 66% mark-up looks
to be an acceptable mass market up-charge longer term. If such a parallel holds, the price of plant-based meat-substitutes would have to cut in half to attract a
broad audience.
A lack of production capacity appears to be the factor in keeping the price of plant-based meat at luxury good levels. Impossible Foods is the leading
manufacturer by far with six million tons of capacity. That capacity looks to be fully utilized, and there are challenges with quickly expanding a biological-based
production process. Pea protein makers are in the midst of a nearly 200% expansion in domestic production capacity. PURIS LLC is doubling capacity (200K
tons to 400K tons) after a cash infusion from Conagra, and Ingredion is underway on a 160K ton greenfield plant. This capacity does not appear to be expensive
at about $1,000 per incremental ton. Food equipment manufacturers, makers of drying, grinding, and slurry equipment, are likely to see some incremental
business from these plant expansions. On the agriculture side, the domestic production of yellow peas exceeds 16 million tons, which looks sufficient near term.
The new formulations of plant-based meats have some momentum that will likely lead them to improve upon their current 0.2% share of the meat/meatsubstitute market. If meat mirrors the plant-based milk trend, these products could ultimately achieve 10% share of the $200 billion meat market. The current
market valuation of Beyond Meat already anticipates that the firm captures over a quarter of this market opportunity. Food giant Tyson Foods sees potential
in this space, and a plant-based meat offering is expected from that firm this year. At least two additional start-ups offer competitive products as well. The
growing market looks increasingly competitive.

Conclusion
At JAG, we see environmental benefits and health questions among the new plant-based meats. Exciting recipe innovations are attracting competition and the
barriers to entry are not high. Our crystal ball sees growing volume and declining price in plant-based meat, with winners emerging in the food equipment side
of the market. Our “Show Me” approach to ESG investing sees environmental promise in the new food innovation, but we await more evidence that the benefits
of the plant-based meat investment will accrue to shareholders.
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ABOUT JAG
JAG Capital Management is an independent, 100% employee-owned registered investment
advisor with offices in St. Louis and Chicago. Our investment philosophy is grounded in flexibility
and nimbleness, which enables us to respond decisively to economic shifts and new market
opportunities. We believe this approach is critical to preserving principal and outperforming
the market. We provide portfolio and wealth management services for institutions, families and
individuals, other investment advisory firms and corporations. JAG manages various equity
growth strategies, a yield strategy, and fixed income in separate accounts and, in addition,
manages a large cap growth mutual fund.
These comments were prepared by Joseph Kinnison, CFA, an analyst, of JAG Capital Management, LLC, an SEC registered investment advisor. The information
herein was obtained from various sources believed to be reliable; however, we do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. The information in this report is
given as of the date indicated. We assume no obligation to update this information, or advise on further developments relating to securities discussed in this
report. Opinions expressed are those of the advisor listed as of 5/28/19 and are subject to change without notice. Opinions of individual representatives may
not be those of the Firm. Additional information is available upon request.
The information contained in this document is prepared for general circulation and is circulated for general information only. It does not address specific
investment objectives, or the financial situation and the particular needs of any recipient. Investors should not attempt to make investment decisions solely
based on the information contained in this communication as it does not offer enough information to make such decisions and may not be suitable for your
personal financial circumstances. You should consult with your financial professional prior to making such decisions. For institutional investors: J.A. Glynn
Investments, LLC, and JAG Capital Management, LLC, both have reasonable basis to believe that you are capable of evaluating investment risks independently,
both in general and with regard to particular transactions or strategies. For institutions who disagree with this statement, please contact us immediately.
Market Index performance statistics are provided by Advent Axys via benchmark data from FT Interactive Data and are presented for the time frame noted.
Individuals cannot invest directly in an index. PAST PERFORMANCE SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED INDICATIVE OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE. ANY INVESTMENT CONTAINS
RISK INCLUDING THE RISK OF TOTAL LOSS.This document does not constitute an offer, or an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell any securities discussed
herein. J.A. Glynn & Co., JAG Capital Management, LLC, and its affiliates, directors, officers, employees, employee benefit programs and discretionary client
accounts may have a position in any securities listed herein.
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